KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB17 NW

LOCUS CB17000

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Topsoil

BEG. LEVEL(S) 466.05

END LEVEL(S) 465.58

UNDER LOCUS (ES) —

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB17063, CB17068, CB17005

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB17.184, 185, 186, 187, 211

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT 28.65Kg FINE — UNID —

LDM Ras al Cast

SPAN/CONDITION Stone made worn; EB → modern

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE—— HELL. MOULDMADE—— ROMAN——

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL x4 (001) x1 (003) x4 (487)

5. OTHER Shell cast plus bs (003) Antiquities or later glass (003) bullet case (006) marble, windmills? (487)

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT

2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Topsoil over entire 5x5m area of CB17 NW

Typical dark brown with lots of organic matter, root, insect, etc.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C317 NW

LOCUS C317001 (cont 1.7 NE)

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall (North-South)

BEG. LEVEL(S) Hellenistic 464.39 Period 464.162

END LEVEL(S) Persian 464.62 464.03

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C317004, C317062  OVER LOCUS(ES) __

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE_______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELEDMADE_______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

N-S wall at east side of C317 NW; east
face exposed in C317 NE in 2006

West face is well preserved flat stucco to level
of floor C317052

courses of pier and rubble Hellenistic construction
overlap two founding Persian courses, consisting
of much larger but poorly laid stones which
project slightly past the width of the Hellenistic wall.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB14 NW

LOCUS CB17003 (east CB1.7 NE) (south CB1.7 SW)

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) Hellenistic 465.61

END LEVEL(S) Hellenistic 464.54

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17063, CB17064

OVER LOCUS (ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ______ FINE _______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ______ HELL. MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Plaster from south face x 50 ()

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUIE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

East west wall at north edge of trench; eastern extent exposed CB1.7 NE; north side exposed with CB2.7 SW as CB2.7006

Hellenistic pier and rubble construction overlies two founding Persian levels, which project slightly wider than the later wall phase

South face plastered to level of floor: CB17052

Plaster also runs around west side of wall, indicating a door between CB17003 and CB2.7001 to west, which was later blocked by CB17071
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB17 NW

LOCUS CB17005 (cont. CB17 NE)

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall (East-west)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.95

END LEVEL(S) Not reached

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17064, CB17065

OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._____ FINE_______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_____ HELL MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

East-west wall dividing bin room and drain room (south)

Not preserved to level above floor CB17052, which presumably ran up to its north face; inner level of CB17005 is completely robbed excepting to narrow piers at far west end of wall before it disappears into the bank, on the continuation after wall CB17026

Flaky plaster CB17065 overlying a small preserved section of CB17005 adjacent to drain may have served as a “service window” connecting bin and drain rooms
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: C817026
LOCUS: C817026 (cont. from C81756) same as C827001

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): N-S wall

BEG. LEVEL(S): 463.72
END LEVEL(S): 464.34

UNDER LOCUS (ES): C817052, C817068
OVER LOCUS(ES): C827001

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.:______ FINE:______ UNID LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELEDMADE:______ HELL MOULDMADE:______ ROMAN:______

3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER
6. INV.
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

North-South wall dividing (north) bin room and (south) drain room from main corridor; piers + rubble construction

Wall continues beneath the doorway, connecting C827001 and C817026; unlike C817001 and C817003, there are no person foundations levels, indicating this wall originated in Hellenistic period

East face in bin room is plastered stucco with bin set against surface C817052 and sub-surface C817052.1 continue partially through this doorway; no corridor floor to west side was found in excavation.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CBB17 NW

LOCUS CBB17027 (cont from SW)

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill - rubble pit

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.88

END LEVEL(S) 464.04

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CBB17068

OVER LOCUS (ES) CBB17094, CBB17070, CBB17042

UNITS IN LOCUS: CBB17.199, .196, .207, .210, .294

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT 16.7 kg FINE 15.5 kg UNID 6.85 kg

LDM: Rom. cookware

SPAN/CONDITION: Mostly small and medium with large better building material (ie. spacers, sensitive, CNs)

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADEHELL MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV 3 BG shrd(s) join w/ 2008 inv. (292) Spelter incised rim bowl (K09P026) LC lid (K09P023) Graffiti on all BG bowl/cup (K09P001) LC incised rim bowl (K09P032)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT

2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC; IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Rubble pit continuation from CBB17 SW

very nebulous edges of indeterminate distinction,
but typically consisting of 40-50% rock of
varying size (15-75 cm), a loose silty soil,
and copious finds.

LDM is Rom. cookware (2008 LDM Kfir Hamama), but
a piece of medieval glass ware from CBB17070.1
most likely comes from this rubble deposit, given no
other possible source of origin.

Is medieval garbage pit?
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.7 NW

LOCUS CB17042

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Drain basin & channel

BEG. LEVEL(S) 46.5.60 (to) 46.5.39 (basin & channel)

END LEVEL(S) 46.5.39 (basin & channel)

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17027, CB17069

OVER LOCUS (ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ______ FINE ______ UNID LDM

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ______ HELL. MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Large, well-cut succession of ashlar limestone blocks in southeast corner of trench. Channel and basin are cut into the blocks themselves rather than built from multiple blocks. Channel 45cm wide; basin terminates at west 40cm circular.

Cut niche on north side of basin turns north towards wall CB17005, but no sign of continuity of drain blocks.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA Q81.7 NW         LOCUS Q314051
TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Plaster bin
BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.50 (top preserved) END LEVEL(S) 464.99
BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.10 (base bottom) OVER LOCUS (ES) Q317052
UNDER LOCUS (ES) Q317063

UNITS IN LOCUS: /

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNID
LDM
SPAN/CONDITION
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____
3. COINS
4. FAUNAL Plaster frog from south face (152)
5. OTHER Plaster x 10 (240)
6. INV.
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Plaster bin with intact floor and partially preserved north, east, and south walls. East and part of south wall not preserved.

Apparently sits on plaster floor Q317052, at corner of walls Q317026 and Q317005 (bin is to east and north, respectively).

Drainage hole, about 30 cm in diameter, preserved in the northeast corner of the bin, which is the lowest point as it presently rests. Hole is lined with plaster (original construction, not animal hole), and continues through to the outside of bin, though the exterior is less well preserved and corroded around the output channel.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB17 NW

LOCUS CB17052

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Hard plaster floor

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.16 (w)

END LEVEL(S) 465.08 (e)

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17054, CB17051 OVER LOCUS (ES) CB17052.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: 181.7, 214, 223, 224, 225, 226, 228, 230

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1201g, FINE 35kg, UNID 8011g

LDM BSP, CEN

SPAN/CONDITION mainly small and excavated; reconstructable patch; EB 2nd cent BCE

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Shell, plastic from floor (614) Bone x 2 (615) x 4 (724)

5. OTHER

6. INV. content in bs (K09 G007)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT

2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS: OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Well preserved hard plaster-floor covering area of room delineated by CB17003, CB17001, CB17005, CB17026, and CB27001.

Missing NE corner section

Bin CB17051 apparently rests on CB17052.

Floor extends through door in CB17026/CB27001, but no trace found around door in CB17003/CB27001, likely due to disruption by the placement of doorblock CB17071.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C317  LOcus C317052.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Cobble subfloor

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.05  END LEVEL(S) 464.78

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C317052  OVER LOCUS(ES) C317052.2, C317026

UNITS IN LOCUS: C317.219, .225, .229, .231

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT 2.20 Kg FINE 0.40 Kg UNID 1.0 Kg

LDm BSP, MM CEN

SPAN/CONDITION E/M Brown rouleau 2nd cent BCE, sunken work

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_____ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL shell x2 (64) bone x7 (76)

5. OTHER

6. INV white f ass bs w/indesc roc (109 book)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC/IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Large (5-20 cm) and angular cobbles set irregularly beneath plaster floor C317052

Many encrusted from a runny mortar, either used to
set the cobbles themselves or from the laying over
of the plaster floor itself.

As with the plaster-floor C317052, cobble subfloor is found throughout the bin room up to the walls, including in the doorway of C317026/C327001, excepting the
hole in the NE cnr of the room and the area inside
doors block C317071
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CS1.4 NW  LOCUS CS17052.2

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Subfloor Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.05 END LEVEL(S) 464.79

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CS17052.1 OVER LOCUS (ES) CS17066

UNITS IN LOCUS: CS1.7.220, 226

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT 12.6 Kg FINE 0.45 Kg UNID 4.4 Kg

LDM ESA (CEN, BSF)

SPAN/CONDITION E/M Bronze, 2nd cent. BCE (early/late), summer worn, nice sandy cockle

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ______ HELL, MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

   Shell x5 (623) land/wat x2 (765)
   Bone x31 (619) bone x8 (764)

5. OTHER brown chart blade (48)

   Chart blade frags x2 (844)

6. INV. Brazier-leg frags (10918 P183)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Hand pack soil under cobble subfloor of CS17052
Relatively pottery-poor compared to the fills underneath (CS17066 and CS17064)
Compression either intentional founding layer, or perhaps just from floor use and weight over time.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CBA 7 NW
LOCUS: CBA 7063

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Rubble fill in binroom.

BEG. LEVEL(S): 465.60
END LEVEL(S): 465.07

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CBA 7000
OVER LOCUS (ES): CBA 7064, CBA 7065, CBA 7001

UNITS IN LOCUS: 188, .191, .212, .215

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT: 26.25g FINE 0.5 kg
UNID: 9.8 kg

LDM: Rom cookware

SPAN/CONDITION: EB—ER, sun—intact, nicer Hell fabrics, esp Gamla

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 1, HELL. MOULDSMADE 1, Roman 1

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL: x13 (49%), x16 (64%)
   e12 (53%) x12 (116)

5. OTHER: Iron vain (114) Carneol scoop handle (56)
   Plaster x25 (66%) Iron meal (49)
   Stone x4 (52)

6. INV: Black basalt handaxe implement (Ko95004)
   Semi-fine tretail mortar jug (Ko97007)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT
   Soil from inside koapool (1779)

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS (OVER/UNDER/Touching/Bonding with other
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS etc). USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Rubble fill above major preservation level of walls
CBA 7003, CBA 7006, and CBA 7001, which were
preliminarily found at the elevation of
rubble deposits, along with bin CBA 7051
most rubble, which included a large cut ashoat
(from doorway in CBA 7026/CBA 7001?) likely
came from robbing and other disruption of
these walls

Hellenistic pottery of both building Hellenistic and squatter
periods well preserved, likely churned up from lower
levels during robbing of walls
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CS17061
LOCUS: CS17064

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Soil Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S): 465.33
END LEVEL(S): 464.82

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CS17063
OVER LOCUS (ES): CS17052, CS17065, CS1705,

UNITS IN LOCUS: 192, 193, 194, 195, 200, 198, 203, 205, 209, 214

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 45.40kg FINE 26.0kg UNID 15.15 kg

LDM ESA/Goura Cook (Iron Catapult bolt c. 70 CE)

SPAN/CONDITION EB - 1st cent CE late, sm. eve, nice cookware, CEN, Semi fine

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HEL. MOULDMADE BSP lampas ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Distinct soil layer above floor level of CS17052,
including above walls CS17001 and CS17005 and
inside bin CS17051

Soil accumulated during intermediary post BH abandonment +
squatter phase and the Roman wall robbing, but
was disturbed during this later event.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB17 NW
LOCUS CB17065

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Flaked plaster over wall CB17005

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.92
END LEVEL(S) 464.73

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17064
OVER LOCUS(ES) CB17005

UNITS IN LOCUS: .208

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 160 g FINE 16 g UNID. 60 g
   LDM LE, sandy clay
   SPAN/CONDITION E/M Bracing and 5th cent BCE, damaged worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN______
3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER
6. INV.
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCi IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Flaked plaster overlying wall CB17005, east of bin
and in line with the drain basin and cut niche
in north side basin (on the south side of wall)
poorly preserved, but may be analogous to the similar
plaster obstruction at CB17005 in the "microwave room"
to the east, which is solid over full wall.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C5174 NW     LOCUS C5174066

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Hellenistic Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.58     END LEVEL(S) 464.52

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C517052.2, C517097, C517041.1

OVER LOCUS (ES) C517067

UNITS IN LOCUS: C517, 221, 222, 227, 233

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT 53.15 kg FINE 0.7 kg UNID 25.55 kg

LDM Local Fine

SPAN/CONDITION C517 3rd cent BCE, unstratified, RBG, PBG, WW, OS better preserved

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN _______ SE lamp 10 kg

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

   Bone x3 (646) x34 (646) x3 (646)
   Copper alloy pin x3 (685)

5. OTHER

   Copper alloy pin x3 (685)
   Modified astragalus x2 (685)
   Red clay blade (685)
   Ceramic black rod (685)
   Ceramic black rod (685)

6. INV. Beaked bone rod (K091001)
   Beakernosed bowl (K091005)
   Beakernosed bowl (K095005)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Somewhat damp, yellow brown soil with few small cobbles (10%)
and dense pottery, fill layer likely to be
associated with construction of walls C517026, C517005 and Hellenistic rebuilding of wall C517041
and C517003

Undertiles hard pack tiling of floor C517052, throughout the bath room (C517052.2)

Fill undistinguished from C517067 except in ceramic

Labels
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1177 N.W.  LOCUS CB117067

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)  4th cent fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.55  END LEVEL(S) 464.1.52

UNDER LOCUS (ES)  CB117066  OVER LOCUS (ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB117.234, 290, 291, 292

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT 76.25 kg  FINE 1.65 kg  UNID 32.10 kg
   LDM Sunshine, spatter, sandy coak
   SPAN/CONDITION Entire, 4th cent, medium, R1389, R133, OS Nicas

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HELL MOULDMADE  ROMAN
   SC folded lamp sherd x3

3. COINS
   Lead coin x1 (849)

4. FAUNAL
   Small x1 (879)

5. OTHER
   Copper rod (875)

6. INV.
   Frag ceramic sherd (K093006)
   Copper bowl (857) K0930002
   Copper vessel frag (K0930016)
   Copper spear point (K0930018) (K0930028)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT
   Soil+seed sample (854)

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Moist, dark yellow brown silty soil with dense ceramic fill associated with period 4th cent.
Construction of walls CB17001 and CB17003
covers entire north side of Bin Room, the only portion of the trench excavated to this elevation.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C817 NW
LOCUS C817068
TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Subsoil Drain Room
BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.49
END LEVEL(S) 464.89
UNDER LOCUS (ES) C817000
OVER LOCUS (ES) C817025, C817026
UNITS IN LOCUS: C817, 190, 197, 214

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT 52.83 kg FINE 1.75 kg UNID 15.60 kg

LDM Ras al'Ein

SPAN/CONDITION ES = modern, SM = mediavir, SW = massive HarmaMon AB
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE Delphi/MASS ROMAN

3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER Plaster x 2 (53) Stoppers x 3 (1461) Plaster x 19 (249) Plaster x 27 (111)
   Iron nail frag (53) Plaster x 27 (111) Cast glass (109)
   Iron hinges (21) Slag (109)
6. INV Copper alloy tool (109) Copper wire with handle (109) BG Delphiiform lamp (109)
   Glass BG Plate rim (109)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/_FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILL/SWALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Subsoil directly beneath deposit in southern third of trench, above preserved elevation of crosswall C817005

Yellow brown silty soil with moderate plaster and reasonably well preserved pottery; distinguished from subsoil C817068 to the north due to lack of large rubble.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB14 MW
LOCUS CB17069

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill around drain CB17042

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.63
END LEVEL(S) 464.39

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17027
OVER LOCUS (ES) CB17042

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB17.204, 206, 213

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.0 kg FINE 0.55 kg UNID 1.45 kg

LDM RSP, Moldmade C60

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze 2nd cent.

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELM MOULDMADE____ ROMAN SE folded lamp frag

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Bone x1 (541)
   Shell x1 (545)

5. OTHER Stoper x1 (559)

6. INV. Island joins with CB18022

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT Sample from drain bottom (349)

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Post building Hellenistic fill in and around drain CB17042
includes contents within drain basin and channel, as well as a unit south of the
drain technically in CB17 SW in order to expose south side of drain
Medium hard pack soil, few rocks
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA_CRS1.7 NW_  
LOCUS_CRS17070_

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)_Patchy chip plaster floor_

BEG. LEVEL(S)_4.69 (LS)_
END LEVEL(S)_4.64 (LS)_

UNDER LOCUS (ES)_CRS17027_
OVER LOCUS (ES)_CRS17070.1_

UNITS IN LOCUS: CRS1.7, 202, 293_

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.20Kg FINE 1.5 Kg UNID 1.1Kg

LDM Hell BG; Local Fine_

SPAN/CONDITION_Bronze 3rd BCE, small-med. wares, some nice local fine_

2. LAMPS: WHEELEDMADE_____ HELF. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_____  

3. COINS_
4. FAUNAL_Bone 15 (322)_
5. OTHER_Chet blades x2 (317)_
6. INV:_Le sourc. yout skip base (K018034)_
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT_

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT  
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCiE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER  
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Very patchy chipped plaster floor immediately west of drain basin CRS17042 and in NW corner intersection of CRS17028 and CRS17005 surface likely to be associated with drain use.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C83.7 NW

LOCUS C83.70.20.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FILL

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 464.55

END LEVEL(S) 464.46

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C83.70.70

OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: C83.7.2.94

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.4 kg, FINE 0.3 kg, UNID 1.5 kg

LDM Medieval glazed

SPAN/CONDITION ID Medieval

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_____ HELM MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Remains (830)

5. OTHER Hoppers (248)

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC (IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Medium pack soil under plaster floor C83.70.20.1 plus
exposed area where floor not preserved

Intrusion from rubble pit C83.70.22
KEDES LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.7 NW
LOCUS CB17071

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Door block between CB17063 (E-W) and CB27061 (W)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.42
END LEVEL(S) 465.12

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17063
OVER LOCUS(ES) CB17071.1

UNIT IN LOCUS:

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE_______ UNID
LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_____

3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER
6. INV.
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Two large vertically set blocks in doorway between CB17063 and CB27001, with surrounding loose soil
and medium cobble (15-20 cm) matrix
North side exposed in prior excavation in 2.7 SW

Limestone blocks set against the plastered doorway,
re-technically in 2.7 SW on grid, were removed
during cleaning on 10/07/09. Presumably they
belong to the same door blocking event as the two larger blocks of CB17071.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA 3317 Nic           LOCUS 3317071.1
TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) soil in and around door block 3317071
BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.42
END LEVEL(S) 464.83
UNDER LOCUS (ES) 3317071
OVER LOCUS(ES) 3317066
UNITS IN LOCUS: 3317.071, 0.232

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.0 Kg  FINE 0.2 Kg  UNID 0.5 Kg
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE____ ROMAN____ 5C folded lamp frag
3. COINS
4. FAUNAL 44 (413)
5. OTHER
6. INV.
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT
2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC (IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Loose + hard-packed soil extending down beneath level of
plaster floor 3317052, which appears to have been cut
out for the door block, not built up to it

The area was far from sealed, primarily due to previous
excavations at the north side of 3317071, and also
abundant animal and plant activity in the area;
rendering the Ras al Enkra LDM suspect.

The only good dating evidence, thus, is architectural,
providing a terminus post quem of the door block
of the plastered doorway through 3327001 and
3317003, and most likely the plaster floor 3317052.